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ABSTRACT
Almost all industrial processes are controlled by operators using dozens of graphic screens.
The graphic designs are typically little more than P&IDs covered in hundreds of numbers.
This traditional, “low performance” Human Machine Interface (HMI) paradigm is typical in all
processes controlled by DCS and SCADA systems. It has been shown to be lacking in
providing operator situation awareness and in facilitating proper response to upsets. In many
industries, poor HMIs have contributed to major accidents, including fatalities.
HMI improvement has become a hot topic. This talk will briefly cover the basics of High
Performance HMI, which provides for much improved situation awareness, improved
surveillance and control, easier training, and verifiable cost savings.
Additionally, a major proof test of High Performance HMI concepts was carried out by the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and PAS. The test involved a major power plant
with a full-fidelity process simulator. Operators were put through various abnormal and
hazardous situations using both the traditional graphics and new, high performance graphics.
The details and very positive results from this thorough test can now be presented outside of
the EPRI member companies, and are applicable to a wide range of processes.
For more example figures and screens: see the article published by Bill Hollified in
INTECH, December 2012, "The High Performance HMI"
http://www.isa.org/InTechTemplate.cfm?template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm
&ContentID=91343
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